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Abstract

Low emission zone (LEZ) has been extensively adopted in many European coun-
tries as a clean air strategy. We estimate the environmental effects of the world’s
largest LEZ introduced in Greater London in early 2008. The LEZ in London re-
stricts heavily polluting diesel vehicles from entering Greater London by charging
100 to 200 euros per day. Using a difference-in-differences (DID) strategy, we find
that the initial phase of London’s LEZ does not substantially reduce air pollution
inside London, while the subsequent phases, on the other hand, generate an 8 to
13 percent reduction of particulate matter and nitrogen dioxide in the extensively
treated areas. Triple differences (DDD) estimation suggests in later phases, air pol-
lution reduction has been spilled over to distant locations such Leeds and Liverpool.
Further spatial analysis shows that industrial areas, instead of roadside areas, re-
ceived the majority of air pollution reduction. Combining data from traffic sectors,
we discuss and provide evidence for different types of behavioral adjustments in
response to the LEZ policy.
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1 Introduction

Air pollution is one of the leading health concerns in urban areas in Europe. According to

the World Health Organization, outdoor exposures to air pollution cause nearly 600,000

premature deaths in Europe each year (WHO (2015)). The pollution-related shortened

life expectancy and loss of human capital are associated with 120 trillion pounds annu-

al loss (equivalent to 137 trillion US dollars) based on the estimates by the European

Environmental Agency (EEA) in 2013.

In Europe, one of the largest contributors to air pollution is the transportation sector.

According to the EEA, transportation sector accounts for the emissions of about 47 per-

cent total nitrogen oxides (NOx, a mixture of nitrogen monoxide and nitrogen dioxide)

and 13 percent particulate matter (PM10) across 33 European countries in 2013 (EEA

(2015); EEA (2016)).1 In response to the overwhelmingly increasing concern on traffic

emissions, governments in European countries have established a series of policies and

regulations over the recent decades, including taxes on congestion2, subsidies on green

vehicles transactions, and command-and-control policies such as license plate programs.

In this paper, we study a widely adopted incentive-based traffic regulation - Low Emis-

sion Zone (LEZ). A typical LEZ regulation restricts or disincentivizes heavily polluting

vehicles from entering a targeted area. Advocates of LEZ argue that the policy help-

s alleviate government enforcement costs while inducing drivers to replace, upgrade or

retrofit their non-compliant vehicles, creating both short-run and long-run social benefit-

s. Nevertheless, there is rising concern that LEZ might cause behavioral adjustments in

the form of detouring to avoid the zone or substituting toward non-subject diesel engine

vehicles (Carslaw, David C. and Beevers (2002)). Because of the spatial dissemination

of all air pollutants, such unfavorable behaviors may lower the average treatment effect

of the policy in the treated area and adversely affect the air quality in the surrounding

areas.

1The estimated contribution of different sources to air pollution may vary substantially across mod-
eling strategies and methods. For more detailed discussions, see the World Health Organization’s 2005
publication and the European Topic Centre (ETC)’s technical report 2012/2014.

2For example, see Johansson, Burman, and Forsberg (2009) for a discussion on the effect of congestion
tax in Stockholm on air quality and health.
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London has the world’s largest LEZ. Launched in February 2008, London’s LEZ covers

almost the entire area of Greater London (see Figure 1). Phase I of the LEZ affects

over 50 thousand most polluting heavy goods vehicles (HGVs) driving inside and across

the border of Greater London. Phases II, III and IV implemented between July 2008

and January 2012 additionally affect light goods vehicles (LGVs), buses and coaches,

and impose increasingly restrictive emission standards on the already affected vehicles.

London’s LEZ charges a daily entrance fee of £100 to £200 on vehicles violating the

corresponding EU emission standards. In addition, a penalty fee ranging from £250 to

£1000 is charged on each vehicle illegally entering the zone if it fails to pre-register with

the Traffic for London (TfL). The capital set-up cost of monitoring compliance behaviors

to the policy exceeds 45 million pounds (about 65 million US dollars) with an estimated

annual maintenance fee of over 10 million pounds (about 15 million US dollars).

Figure 1: London Low Emission Zone Map (Source: Traffic for London)

Before introducing an LEZ to regulate vehicular emissions, London has established

several other traffic policies. In February 2003, a congestion charge scheme (CCS) was

launched in Central London to reduce traffic congestion and increase speed of travel.

Leape (2000) discusses the role of CCS in shifting public transport. According to the

estimates, the average time spent on travel inside the congestion charge zone has been
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reduced by roughly 30 percent during the CCS operation hours. Atkinson et al. (2009)

examine the air quality changes associated with the CCS regulation. Results that the

concentrations of NO, PM10 and CO have been successfully reduced while the concentra-

tions of NO2 and O3 have seen a relative increase after the policy. This result is consistent

with the research done by Tonne et al. (2008) which uses a model-based strategy to show

that the CCS has moderate effects on roadside air pollution concentrations and life ex-

pectancy. Furthermore, Green et al. (2016) provide evidence that the establishment of

the CCS has reduced traffic accidents and accident rates in Central London.

Accompanying with the studies on London’s CSS, a few articles have examined the

environmental impact of the LEZ in London. Jones et al. (2012) analyze the air quality

data from 2 sites in London and 1 site in Birmingham during late 2007. Two air quality

trends occurred shortly before this period. First, the United Kingdom introduced “sulfur

free” diesel fuel on all highway vehicles. Second, the Traffic for London announced the

launching of London’s LEZ. These events jointly resulted in a one-third to two-thirds

decline of NOx and particulate matter. However, a significant portion of the reduction is

expected to be caused by the sulfur regulation. Similarly, Ellison, Greeves and Hensher

(2013) use the air quality data from 3 sites within the LEZ and 1 site outside and show

that the concentration of particulate matter has seen a slight reduction of about 3 percent

while that of NOx did not change significantly. Unfortunately, the sample size in both

papers are relatively small and the results are unlikely to represent the average treatment

effect of London’s LEZ.3 Meanwhile, the articles lack a credibly econometric specification

which controls for many of the confounding factors (e.g. weather conditions).

In this paper, we analyze the environmental effects of London’s LEZ. Our unique

dataset is combined from the most comprehensive data available on daily average partic-

ulate matter (PM10 and nitrogen dioxide (NO2) obtained from nearly 100 air monitoring

stations in the United Kingdom from 2005 to 2010 merged with detailed daily level weath-

er condition data. The main estimation adopts a difference-in-differences (DID) strategy

which compares the air pollution concentrations in traffic intensive areas inside the zone

3Less than 10 percent air monitoring stations in London are covered in the studies.
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versus those in areas unaffected by the policy before and after the introduction of the

LEZ. Supplementarily, a triple difference (DDD) method has been applied to estimate

the air quality differences between traffic and non-traffic background areas inside verses

outside LEZ regions before and after the LEZ implementation. We carefully distinguish

different environmental features of air monitoring stations to identify the spatially het-

erogeneous treatment effect of the LEZ. A similar a DID model is adopted to analyze

the policy’s spillover effects using data from air monitoring stations adjacent to London.

To reduce bias from potential confounders, all of the models incorporate rich sets of co-

variates, including year and quarter fixed effects, contemporaneous and one-day lagged

weather conditions, as well as dummies for weekends and holidays.

Estimation results suggest that the initial phase of London’s LEZ did not lead to a

measurable improvement of air quality along traffic intensive areas within the zone. These

targeted areas started to experience a statistically significant decline of air pollution since

the operation of the most stringent phase of the LEZ, which affects a broader scope of

vehicles. However, a spatial analysis shows that the air quality improvements in London

occur only in industrial areas, while the roadside air quality remains unchanged before

and after the LEZ policy. Nevertheless, the initial phase of the LEZ does not generate

a substantial spillover effect nearby the zone. The most stringent phase, on the other

hand, induces the roadside NO2 nearby the zone to decline by over 10 percent compared

with urban background areas outside the LEZ border.

We propose two possible explanations for the insignificance of the difference-in-differences

estimates. First, a majority of the vehicles affected by London’s LEZ are national com-

mercial vehicles potentially traveling across different regions of England. The high daily

charge of the LEZ provides economic incentives for these drivers to retrofit or replace

their non-compliant vehicles, generating positive environmental externality in cities even

far outside London (such as Leeds and Liverpool). These compliance behaviors make the

air quality stations in distant locations incapable of providing a background air pollution

trend to help capture the true treatment effect of the LEZ. On the other hand, the policy

may induce drivers to make undesirable adjustments such as detouring or substituting
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toward non-subject vehicles. These behavioral adjustments will result in increasing ve-

hicle miles traveled and vehicle combustion. Combining data from traffic sectors and

traffic-related energy consumption, we show evidence of these side-effects along major

roads in London.

Our research is broadly relevant to the rising empirical literature on traffic regula-

tions. Davis (2008) analyzes the environmental effect of a license plate program Hoy No

Circula (HNC) launched in Mexico City in 1989. Each day of week, the HNC banned

a certain group of drivers from driving on roads based on the last digit of license place

number. Using both ordinary least squares (OLS) and regression discontinuity (RD),

Davis (2008) find that the HNC did not effectively reduce five major air pollutants (i.e.

nitrogen dioxide, nitrogen oxides, ozone, carbon monoxide and sulfur dioxide) during

its operating periods. Instead, behavioral adjustments in the form of acquiring a sec-

ond, heavily polluting vehicle and substituting toward highly emitting taxis have led

to an increase in air pollutants during the non-operating periods of the HNC. Chen et

al. (2013) examine a slightly revised license plate program in Beijing during the 2008

Olympic Games. Compared with non-Olympic cities, Beijing has experienced a roughly

25 percent reduction of air pollution index (API) when the license place program was

in operation. The magnitude of the air quality improvements, however, shortly faded

away after the closing of the Olympic Games and the end of the policy. This result was

confirmed by Viard and Fu (2015) who reevaluate the effectiveness of Beijing’s driving

restriction on reducing air pollution concentrations. Additionally, this paper shows that

the affected workers in Beijing have reduced their labor supply by 9 to 17 percent during

the policy’s period.

Several other studies provide empirical estimations on the impact of LEZs in various

European cities. Boogaard et al. (2012) analyze the changes of air pollution concentra-

tions following the implementation of LEZs in 5 Dutch cities. Using suburban locations

as controls, Boogaard et al. (2012) show that the policy did not effectively reduce air

pollution in all but 1 treated urban street where the traffic volume decreased sharply.

Wolff and Perry (2010) and Wolff (2013) investigate the impact of Germany’s LEZs on
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the spatial distribution of air quality. The results indicate that the LEZs implemented

in various areas in Germany have reduced PM10 by an average of 9 percent with larger

LEZs yielding stronger effects.

The rest of the paper proceeds as follows. Section 2 reviews the background informa-

tion of London’s LEZ. Section 3 provides a literature review of traffic regulation. Section

4 describes the primary dataset and provides summary statistics. Section 5 specifies the

econometric model. Section 6 presents and discusses the estimation results. Section 7

provides further evidence for the estimation results. Section 8 concludes.

2 Policy Background

London’s low emission zone (LEZ) is an economic incentive based traffic regulation tar-

geting at regulating the air pollution emissions from heavily polluting commercial vehicles

driving inside London. The initial phase of the LEZ was officially launched in February

2008, about 9 months after the public announcement of the policy. This phase targets at

heavy goods vehicles (HGVs) that do not comply with the EU III emission standards for

particulate matter (see Table 1 for detailed descriptions on EU standards). In the subse-

quent years, the policy has been extended to incorporate more vehicles while tightening

the emission standards for the already subject vehicles. Compliance with the policy may

take various forms, including retrofitting, converting to gas and reorganizing fleet.4 Non-

compliant vehicles driving inside the zone are subject to a daily fee ranging from £100 to

£200 based on vehicle types.5 A penalty fee of £250 to £1000 will be collected from vehi-

cles illegally entering the zone. The LEZ covers almost the entire area of Greater London

and operates 24 hours a day, 365 days a year, including weekends and national holidays.

Table 2 summarizes the timeline and background information of different phases of the

LEZ.

4The cost of fitting a filter depends upon vehicle type and age and typically ranges between 1800
Euro to 7000 Euro (see Dearnley (2013)), while that of converting to gas runs between 1200 Euro to
1500 Euro.

5The daily entrance fee incurs at midnight everyday. Vehicles on road over 23:30 pm and 12:30 am
the next day are subject to two days’ fees. Vehicles parking within LEZ do not have to pay the entrance
fee.
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Table 1: Euro emission standards of PM for heavy-duty diesel engines

Stage Date PM (g/kWh)

Euro we
1992 (≤ 85 kW) 0.612
1992 (> 85 kW) 0.36

Euro II
Oct 1996 0.25
Oct 1998 0.15

Euro III
Oct 1999 (EEVa only) 0.02

Oct 2000 0.10b

Euro IV Oct 2005 0.02

Euro V Oct 2008 0.02

Euro VI Jan 2013 0.01

Notes: a - EEV refers to enhanced environmentally-friendly vehi-
cles.

b - The standard is 0.13 for engines of less than 0.75 dm3

swept volume per cylinder and a rated power speed of more than
3000 min−1

Table 2: London’s Low Emission Zone (LEZ) Timeline

LEZ announcement: May 3, 2007

LEZ scheme Phase we Phase II Phase III Phase IV

Date Feb 4, 2008 Jul, 7, 2008 Oct 4, 2010 Jan 3, 2012

Subject vehicles Heavy goods
vehiclesb, Trucksc

Light goods
vehiclesd

Larger vanse,
Minibusf

Busesg, Coachesg,
Heavy goods
vehicles

Emission standard Euro III Euro III Euro III Euro IV

Daily fee £200 £100 £100 £200

Penalty fee £1000, or £500
if paid within 14
days

£500, or £250
if paid within
14 days

£500, or £250
if paid within
14 days

£1000, or £500
if paid within 14
days

Notes: Each phase specifies emission standards for a new group of vehicles while maintaining the emission
requirements from all the previous phases.

a - Heavy goods vehicles, or HGVs, are good vehicles that are greater than 12 tonnes gross vehicle
weight (GVW).

b - Affected trucks are diesel engine vehicles over 3.5 tonnes GVW.

c - Light good vehicles, or LGVs, are good vehicles between 3.5 and 12 tonnes GVW.

d - Affected larger vans are diesel engine vehicles between 1.205 and 3.5 tonnes GVW or motor
caravans between 2.5 and 3.5 tonnes GVW.

e - Affected minibuses are diesel passenger vehicles with more than 8 seats (including driver’s seat)
and less than 5 tonnes GVW.

f - Affected busses and coaches are diesel passenger vehicles with more than 8 seats (including
driver’s seat) and more than 5 tonnes GVW.

Source: Transport for London; Freight Transport Association
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Panel A: LEZ advance warning signs

 

Panel B: LEZ camera sign

 
Figure 2: London Low Emission Zone Signs. (Source: Traffic for London)

Drivers approaching the LEZ are notified by advance warning signs that allow them

to detour to avoid entering the zone (Figure 2 Panel A). To monitor compliance behaviors

inside the zone, TfL has installed over 300 fixed or mobile cameras on major roads in

Greater London, accompanied with automatic number plate recognition (ANPR) tech-

nology (see Figure 2 Panel B). The ANPS reads the vehicle plate number, communicates

with TfL database and reports automatically if the vehicle has complied with the emission

standard or paid the entrance fee. The fixed enforcement cost is estimated to exceed 45

million pounds with an additional maintenance fee of over 10 million pounds each year.

3 Model and Identification Strategy

3.1 Difference-in-Difference Approach and Validity of Control

Group

The estimation goal is to identify the average treatment effect (ATE) of London’s LEZ

on air pollution concentrations. Since the UK has introduced “sulfur free” vehicles in late

2007, it is essential that my identification strategy would credibly isolate any air quality

changes caused exclusively by the LEZ implementation. To achieve this goal, we apply a

difference-in-differences (DID) model controlling for both the air quality trends occurring

all over the England and the unobservable across-region air quality differentials. Let i

index air monitoring station and t index date. The baseline model has the following
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structure:

log(APit) = βLEZt + γLEZtTri + αTri + Yt +Qt +Xitθ + εit. (1)

The dependent variable is the logarithm of daily air pollution (AP), either PM10 or NO2,

at station i at time t. Variable LEZt equals 1 in the post-LEZ period and 0 otherwise.

Tri is a time-invariant group indicator if treated station i locates inside the LEZ.6 Yt

and Qt capture the unobservable year fixed effects and quarter fixed effects, respectively.

Including year fixed effects largely ensures that the long-run air quality trends, such as

those resulted from business cycles, are eliminated. The quarter fixed effects account for

seasonal variations of air quality that are in place even without the LEZ. Xit is a vector

of control variables including current and one-day lagged weather conditions as well as a

dummy variable indicating zero precipitation for 3 days. To account for the variations in

travel flow during non-working days, we additionally include indicators for weekends and

national holidays in Xit. The idiosyncratic error term εit captures random shocks of air

pollution at station i at date t.

Equation (1) identifies the overall treatment effect of London’s LEZ but is not able

to isolate the additional change of air pollution in each phase of the LEZ. Furthermore,

pre-LEZ compliance behaviors may start shortly after the policy’s announcement, biasing

the coefficient of interest γ toward zero. To eliminate this issue, we revise the baseline

DID model to allow for differential environmental effects when different groups of vehicles

are targeted. The revised model has the following form:

log(APit) =
τ=3∑
τ=0

βτPτt + αTri +
τ=3∑
τ=0

γτPτtTri + Yt +Qt +Xitθ + εit (2)

where Pτt (τ = 0, 1, 2, 3) is a phase indicator that equals 1 if date t falls in the post-phase τ

period (phase 0 refers to the post-announcement period) and 0 otherwise. The coefficient

of interest, γτ , measures the ATE of the LEZ phase τ on air pollution concentrations.

βτ (τ = 0, 1, 2, 3) depicts the generic trend of pollution concentrations experienced by

6No sample station has been relocated three years before and after the implementation of the LEZ.
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both treated and control stations in phase τ of the LEZ. α captures the cross-sectional

differentials of air quality between the treated stations and the controls. θ is a vector of

coefficients associated with control variables.

Because stations monitor and report air quality data independently, εit is clustered

at station level in the preferred specification. In some circumstances, the assumption

underlying this clustering feature may be violated. For instance, an extremely polluting

truck may circulate around an area, causing the random shocks of air pollution to occur

aggregately within this region. To account for this possibility, we test several alternative

clusterings of the error term in the robustness checks.

The fundamental assumption of applying a DID method is that pre-treatment trends

across groups are parallel. In other words, both the treated and the control groups should

experience the same trends of air quality when the treatment is not in place. The treated

group, in addition, experiences the treatment effect after the regulation starts. To test if

this assumption is valid, we estimate the following regressions7.

log(AP Tr,ym) = αTr + γTrYMym + µTr,ym

log(APCon,ym) = αCon + γConYMym + µCon,ym.

(3)

AP Tr,ym and APCon,ym in equations (3) refer to the average air pollution in year-

month ym across all treated (Tr) and control (Con) stations, respectively. YMym is

a year-month indicator for ym. µTr,ym and µCon,ym are error terms. Equations 3 are

estimated using data prior to the announcement of the LEZ (during which the LEZ was

neither implemented nor publicly informed). We then test if the resulting coefficients γ1

and γ2 are identical. Failure to reject the null hypothesis implies that the parallel trends

assumption is valid.

Ideally, a candidate of control group should consist of stations unaffected by the LEZ

policy. However, due to the traffic flow in and out of London it is difficult to find a

group of stations sharing the same traffic and environmental features with the treated

7The parallel trend is typically tested using multiple years data between the treated and control
groups. Since we only have 2 years data prior to the LEZ announcement, we instead consider using a
year-month indicator to see if the trends are parallel over time.
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yet completely unaffected by the LEZ establishment. As discussed in detail in Section

4.1, we propose using (i) urban background and residential area stations inside London,

and (ii) traffic intensive stations in Leeds, Liverpool and other England cities isolated

from London as two control groups. Both of these groups pass the traditional validity

check of the parallel trend assumption, while at the same time, locate in non-targeted

areas of the LEZ so to avoid intensive treatment effects.

3.2 Triple-Difference Method

As pointed out earlier, the national flow of commercial vehicles may hinder the estimated

treatment effect as a substantial proportion of drivers comply with the new emission stan-

dards and travel both within London and in other regions of England. As a consequence,

γτ in equation (2) may underestimate the true effect of the policy because the control

areas experience similar air quality changes (possibly to a lower degree) as the treated

area. To further rule out this possibility, we construct the following triple difference (or

difference-in-difference-in-difference (DDD)) estimation.

log(APit) =
τ=3∑
τ=0

βτPτt + αTr′i + λTraffici

+
τ=3∑
τ=0

γ1,τPτtTr
′
i +

τ=3∑
τ=0

γ2,τPτtTraffici +
τ=3∑
τ=0

γ3,τTrafficiTr
′
i

+
τ=3∑
τ=0

ητPτtTrafficiTr
′
i + Yt +Qt +Xitθ + εit

(4)

Here Traffici is an indicator for traffic-intensive stations (roadside, industrial) which

locate in major targeted areas of the LEZ. Notice that Tri in equation (2) has been

replace by Tr′i, which is an indicator for station i being located inside the LEZ (so the

DID structure with two control groups is abandoned). This modification compares the

difference of air quality between traffic and non-traffic stations inside the LEZ before

and after the operation of each LEZ phase with the difference of air quality between the

traffic and non-traffic stations in other cities of England during the same period. The

DDD coefficient of interest is captured by ητ .
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Table 3 lists possible estimation results using the DID and DDD methods with dif-

ferent control stations. The term “Yes” here means we expect a significant reduction of

air pollution given the policy is effective, while “No” means we expect insignificant or

less strong significant estimate even if the policy is effective.In the ideal scenario where

neither control groups in the DID specification is affected by the policy, both DID and

DDD estimation should capture a significant treatment effect given that the policy is

effective. If both control groups are invalid, then DID would fail but DDD estimate will

still be significant.

Table 3: Possible estimation results under different scenarios

(1) (2) (3) (4)
Inside urban back-
ground areas affected

Faraway traffic areas
affected

Both (1) and (2) af-
fected by the LEZ

Neither (1) nor (2)
affected by the LEZ

DID Group i: No Group i: Yes Group i: No Group i: Yes
Group ii: Yes Group ii: No Group ii: No Group ii: Yes

DDD No No Yes Yes

Notes: Group i: urban background stations inside London. Group ii: roadside and industrial stations in
other cities far from London.

3.3 Spillover Effects

The LEZ targets at the entire area of Greater London and disincentivizes non-compliant

vehicles from entering the zone. At the same time, the policy may cause considerable

spillover effects in surrounding areas. For instance, drivers approaching the zone are

reminded by the advanced sign and can choose to detour to avoid paying the fee. Drivers

already complying with the emission standards may also drive outside the zone and

contribute fewer emissions to non-LEZ regions. These possibilities make the sign of the

spillover effect unclear. To empirically estimate the magnitude of spillover, we apply a

similar DID model as the main specification:

log(APit) =
τ=3∑
τ=0

φτPτt+
τ=3∑
τ=0

ητPτtNeari + λNeari + Yt +Qt +Xitθ + εit. (5)

where Neari equals 1 if station i locates in a traffic intensive area nearby the LEZ border.

Neari equals 0 if either of the following conditions is satisfied: (1) the station is located in
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a traffic intensive area far from (≥ 10 miles) the LEZ border; and (2) the station is in an

urban residential area nearby London. Stations meeting neither conditions are dropped

in this estimation. The other variables Pτt, Yt, Qt and Xit remain the same as those

in equation (2). The coefficient of interest, ητ , measures the spillover effect of the LEZ

phase τ .

4 Data

4.1 Air Pollution Data

The study focuses on two highly correlated air pollutants, PM10 (i.e. particulate mat-

ter with less than 10 micrometer in diameter) and NO2 (nitrogen dioxide). PM10 is

the primary air pollutant under the regulation of London’s LEZ. In particular, all the

emission standards (e.g., EU III or IV) are based upon the vehicular emission of PM10.

Supplementary to PM10, we consider NO2 (one component of NOx), which is largely at-

tributed to traffic emissions. Both PM10 and NO2 are highly associated with respiratory

symptoms and have caused thousands of premature deaths in London each year (Gowers,

Miller, and Stedman (2014)).

We collect and combine daily PM10 and NO2 data from London Air Quality Network

(LAQN) and Air Quality England (AQE) between 2005 and 2010, roughly 2 years before

the initial phase of the LEZ and several months after the implementation of phase III.

The LAQN is maintained by King’s College London. It currently contains over 100 air

monitoring stations within and nearby Greater London. AQE, supported by Ricardo-

AEA8, collects and combines air quality data from Automatic Urban and Rural Network

(AURN) and local authorities of England. We exclude stations located outside of England

and stations with more than 25 percent missing data on daily PM10 and NO2 during the

sample period.9 10

8Ricardo-AEA is a worldwide association that provides data and advice on global energy and envi-
ronmental challenges. For more information, visit www.ricardo-aea.com/cms/.

9Stations located outside of England are such that located in Scotland, Wales, or Ireland.
10Stations with less than 25 percent missing data for at least one air pollutant are retained. Dropping

stations with more than 20 percent missing data gives us similar results but substantially reduces our
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Air quality data after 2010 are dropped for two reasons. First, the local authorities

of Greater London that provide support to LAQN faced deficits starting from late 2010.

A large number of stations were shut down due to funding shortages, while others were

subject to reshaping. Consequently, some pollutants were no longer reported and some

others were reported less frequently. Dropping observations from 2011 and beyond helps

maintain a balanced panel and retain a reasonably large sample size. Second, the C-

ity of London began considering further emission controls and regulations in 2010. In

the following years, London boroughs and the City of London proposed supplementary

transport policies for air quality management, including controlling vehicular emissions

from taxis, usage of low emission buses and a central and inner low emission zone.11 The

adoption of multiple regulations would make it more difficult to isolate the treatment

effect of any single policy.

Depending on the relative distance to the LEZ border, each air monitoring station

is classified as either inside, nearby, or far. Inside stations are located within the LEZ.

An inside station in a traffic intensive area (e.g., roadside, curbside, etc.) is expected to

experience the most significant treatment effect if the policy leads to a dramatic change

in vehicular emission. Nearby stations are located within 10 miles of the LEZ border

and are thus not directly exposed to the treatment.12 However, it is highly likely that

nearby stations in high traffic areas would experience a joint effect of negative external-

ity created by aggregate behavioral adjustments (e.g. searching routes or detouring to

avoid entering the zone) and positive externality resulted from vehicles taking actions

to comply with the LEZ policy. Far stations are located at least 10 miles outside the

LEZ border. Presumably, they receive neither the treatment nor the externality from the

LEZ regulation and therefore can serve as a valid control group. The sample of control

stations spans across South East, North West, East of England, and Yorkshire and The

sample size.
11See City of London’s 2011 documentation or visit www.cityoflondon.gov.uk for further details.
12The 10 miles cutoff is calculated using the following method. First, researches have shown that PM10

can stay in the air for about 1 hour before settling down. Using the average wind speed of 4.2 meter
per second in our sample, we obtain that the maximum distance PM10 could travel is approximately 8.9
miles. We then allow for possible variations in wind speed and re-suspension of particulate by increasing
the distance to 10 miles.
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Panel A: Control stations
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Humber. Figure 3 shows the geographical locations of the three groups of stations.

According to LAQN and AQE, each air quality station is labeled as either roadside,

urban background, or industrial (hereafter Type R, U, I, respectively) based on its relative

distance to major sources of pollution.13 A station with a specific type, as noted by King’s

13There are another two types of stations, curbside (C) and suburban (S). Due to missing data, we
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Panel B: Treated and outside stations
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Figure 3: Geographical locations of sample stations
Notes: Panel A shows geographical location of 37 monitoring stations located in South East, North West,
East of England, and Yorkshire and The Humber. Panel B shows geographical location of 39 treated
stations inside Greater London. All the stations inside London locate within the low emission zone as
well.

College London, can be considered as broadly representative of the environmental features

of neighbouring locations.14 Table 4 outlines the criteria of Type R, U and I stations. Note

that urban background stations are typically located in residential areas isolated from

major roads and industrial plants. Because the London’s LEZ affects heavily polluting

commercial vehicles that are allowed to drive only on truck roads, urban background

stations may be eligible to serve as another control group in the DID model. Figure 3

plots the geographical locations of each type of stations.

Figure 4 plots the probability density functions (PDF) for daily average PM10 and

NO2 below the station level 95 percentile.15 Even though the 5 percent most heavily

polluting observations at each station are excluded, the PDF for both PM10 and NO2

are still left skewed. For PM10, massive number of observations center around or below 20

are unfortunately unable to include these two types in our study.
14For example, an industrial station record PM10 level in industrial areas that is simi-

lar and representative of those recorded by nearby industrial areas of similar size. Visit
http://www.londonair.org.uk/london/asp/publicdetails.asp?region=0 for more information

15Full-length PDFs for the entire sample have long and thin tails to the right.
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Table 4: Station classification criterion

Station Type Criterion

Roadside (R) Stations with sample inlets between 1 meter and 5 meters
of the curb of a busy road. Sampling heights are within
2-3 meters of the ground.

Industrial (I) Stations where industrial emissions make an significant
contribution to pollution levels.

Urban Background (U) Stations in urban locations away from major sources of
pollution, broadly representative of town/city-wide back-
ground concentrations, e.g. urban residential areas.

Data source: King’s College London

µg/m3. However, roughly 6 percent roadside observations, 2.6 percent urban background

observations and 20.3 percent industrial observations have a daily PM10 during the period

of 2005-2010 exceeding the EU 24-hour PM10 limit of 50 µg/m3.16 ForNO2, the European

Union has placed an 1-hour limit at 200 µg/m3 and an annual limit at 40 µg/m3.17

Unfortunately, all of the years in the sample have an average annual NO2 exceeding the

EU annual limit, while about 0.5 percent daily observations in the sample range above

the EU hourly limit of NO2.

4.2 Weather Data

we obtain comprehensive weather data from WeatherSpark, a company operated by Cedar

Lake Ventures Incorporation. WeatherSpark collects and combines data from the Na-

tional Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA), the Norwegian Meteorologi-

cal Institute (NMI) and World Weather Online (WWO).18 Compared with LAQN and

AQE stations, the WeatherSpark stations locate relatively sparsely, possibly due to the

weather similarities in neighbouring areas. Based on the data availability, we include 4

WeatherSpark stations in my sample: Liverpool John Lennon Airport, London Heathrow

Airport, Leeds Bradford International Airport and Benson Royal Air Force Base. To

obtain a balanced panel, each LAQN or AQE station is matched with the nearest Weath-

erSpark station, regardless of the station type. The matched dataset contains all the

weather conditions that may affect air pollution concentrations, including daily average

16The EU 24-hour limit of PM10 cannot be exceeded more than 35 times each year.
17The EU 1-hour limit cannot be exceeded more than 18 times each year.
18Visit http://weatherspark.com/ for more information.
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Panel A: PM10 - Roadside
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Figure 4: Probability density functions of daily average PM10
Notes: This figure shows the daily average PM10 and NO2 below the station specific 95 percentiles from
2005 to 2010. Data sources: London Air Quality Network (LAQN) and Air Quality England (AQE).

humidity, hours of precipitation, air pressure, average and maximum wind speeds and

temperature. we allow differential impacts of temperature on air pollution concentra-

tions in different seasons by interacting the daily temperature with quarter of the year.

Finally, we create a dummy variable indicating zero precipitation for 3 days to account

for rising un-suspended dusts if the weather is dry.

Table 5 provides summary statistics for the air pollution and weather conditions in

my sample. The average daily humidity in London and other regions of England is
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about 77 percent and the average daily hours of rain is about 3.2. Compared with

many other European countries, England is relatively humid, with only 18.5 percent days

experiencing no raining for at least 3 days. The climate conditions in England reveals

the importance of including precipitation as one of the key control variables because

the daily average concentrations of small particles may be substantially affected by the

daily precipitation level. The year-round average daily temperature measured by the four

weather stations in England is about 11.2 degrees centigrade, with a standard deviation

of about 5.8 degrees. The daily average and maximum wind speeds are 4.2 and 6.7

meters per second, respectively. These two variables are both needed in the regression

because a moderate wind speed will help disperse the concentrated air pollution, while

a high wind speed may instead blow and distribute the already suspended particles.

Besides pollution and weather variables, the sample additionally includes indicators for

non-working days, including approximately 29 percent weekends and 7 percent national

and banking holidays.19

5 Estimation Results

5.1 Graphical Analysis

To begin with, we plot the time-series deseasonalized air pollution in the UK from 2005

to 2010. The deseasonalization takes the following two steps. First, we run the following

ordinary least squares (OLS) regression by station type20:

APi,t =
m=12∑
m=1

ρmMONTHt + µi,t (6)

where MONTHt is a vector of dummy variables indicating whether date t falls in month

m. Next, we obtain the deseasonalized air pollution DesAPi,t by subtracting the esti-

19The religious holidays are not shown here because they affect only a minority of population.
20Running the regression using pooled data generates very similar results.
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Table 5: Summary statistics

PM10 sample NO2 sample
Variable Mean Std. Dev. N Mean Std. Dev N

Air pollutant
PM10 (µg/m3) 25.664 14.809 131783
NO2 (µg/m3) 46.668 24.684 148162

Station groups
Treated (1=treated) 0.591 0.492 144606 0.649 0.477 162012
Nearby (1=nearby) 0.121 0.326 144606 0.162 0.369 162012
Control (1=control) 0.288 0.453 144606 0.189 0.391 162012

Station Types
Roadside (1=roadside) 0.485 0.5 144606 0.608 0.488 162134
Industrial (1=industrial) 0.121 0.326 144606
Urban background (1=urban) 0.394 0.489 144606 0.392 0.488 162134

Weather conditions
Relative humidity (100%) 0.768 0.103 144523 0.768 0.103 161941
Hours of rain (hours) 3.249 4.392 144606 3.21 4.375 162012
Air pressure (mBar) 1014.651 10.78 144515 1014.718 10.726 161897
Temperature (oC) 11.225 5.769 144571 11.256 5.793 161981
Average wind speed (m/s) 4.238 1.811 144567 4.203 1.788 161975
Maximum wind speed (m/s) 6.772 2.522 144567 6.715 2.486 161975
No rain for 3 days 0.185 0.388 144606 0.187 0.39 162134

Additional covariates
Weekend (1=weekend) 0.286 0.452 144606 0.286 0.452 162012
Holiday (1=holiday) 0.068 0.252 144606 0.068 0.252 162012

Notes: Air pollution data sources are London Air Quality Network (LAQN) and Air Quality England (AQE).
Weather data source is WeatherSpark.

mated month effects from the observed pollution level:

DesAPi,t = APi,t − ρm[MONTHt = 1]. (7)

Figure 5 plots the locally weighted (lowess) smoothed curves for deseasonalized PM10

across station types and treatment groups. In each graph, the bandwidth is chosen

to reserve the overall shape of pollution trends without over-smoothing. The starting

period of 2005 and the ending period of 2010 may show some degree of noise because of

the relatively sparse sample in the time window. From mid 2005 to mid 2010, a gradual

decline of PM10 can be seen from all types of stations all over the England. The largest

air quality improvement, however, occurs in the industrial areas inside LEZ where the

daily average PM10 drops from above 50 µg/m3 (i.e. the EU daily limit) to below 40

µg/m3 (i.e. the EU annual average limit).

Figure 6 plots the lowess smoothed curves for deseasonalized NO2 from 2005 to 2010.
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Panel A: Roadside stations (bandwidth = 0.2)
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Panel B: Urban background stations (bandwidth = 0.2)
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Panel C: Industrial stations (bandwidth = 0.1)
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Figure 5: Lowess smoothed PM10 by type of stations
Notes: This figure shows the locally weighted (lowess) smoothed curves for deseasonalized PM10 in
µg/m3 generated by equation (3). In each panel, we choose a bandwidth such that the short-term
fluctuations of particulate matter are visually presented without impairing long-run trend of air quality.

Instead of a downward trend, NO2 in all areas of England stays relatively stable. Along

roadside, the average daily PM10 inside London reaches above 65 µg/m3, exceeding the
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Panel A: Roadside stations (bandwidth = 0.2)
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Panel B: Urban background stations (bandwidth = 0.2)
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Figure 6: Lowess smoothed NO2 by type of stations
Notes: This figure shows the locally weighted (lowess) smoothed curves for deseasonalized NO2 in µg/m3

generated by equation (3). In each panel, we choose a bandwidth such that the short-term fluctuations
of particulate matter are visually presented without impairing long-run trend of air quality.

EU annual limit by roughly 40 percent. Similarly, the average daily PM10 in urban areas

inside London stays above 50 µg/m3, exceeding the EU annual limit by over 10 µg/m3.

5.2 Difference-in-Difference Results

We start by testing whether the parallel trend assumption is valid. As proposed earlier,

the two control groups in the DID model are (i) urban background stations located within

the LEZ; and (ii) stations located in high traffic volume areas far from the LEZ. Table 6

panel A presents the results for the χ2 test. In all treated-control combinations, we fail to

reject the null hypothesis that the two groups of stations experience parallel air quality
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Table 6: Test results of parallel trend assumption

Treated/Nearby Control χ2 Prob > χ2

Panel A: For treatment effects
PM10 sample
Type R and I stations inside LEZ Type U stations inside London 0.11 0.7387
Type R and I stations inside LEZ Type R and I stations far from London 0.80 0.3713
NO2 sample
Type R and I stations inside LEZ Type U stations inside London 0.01 0.9351
Type R and I stations inside LEZ Type R and I stations far from London 0.17 0.6791
Panel A: For spillover effects
PM10 sample
Type R and I stations nearby LEZ Type U stations nearby LEZ 0.03 0.8537
Type R and I stations nearby LEZ Type R and I stations far from LEZ 0.25 0.6186
NO2 sample
Type R and I stations nearby LEZ Type U stations nearby London 0.01 0.9431
Type R and I stations nearby LEZ Type R and I stations far from London 0.42 0.5161
Notes: Environmental classifications are based on LAQN and AQE.

trend prior to the policy’s operation.

For the estimation of spillover effect, we test whether stations located in heavy traffic

areas within 10 miles of the LEZ border experience any non-parallel change of air pollution

compared with (i) nearby urban background stations; and (ii) distant traffic stations far

from the LEZ before the policy has been implemented. Table 6 panel B displays χ2

test results for each sample. We have no evidence that the nearby ”treated” stations

experience different air quality trends with each control group before the LEZ.

Next we perform the estimation of equation (1) for PM10 and NO2, respectively.

Table 7 displays the empirical results using roadside (R) and industrial (we) stations

inside the LEZ as the treated group. Columns (1) to (3) use urban background (U)

stations inside the LEZ as controls, while columns (4) to (6) use R and I stations far

from the LEZ as controls. With each control group, the simplest model (columns (1)

and (4) accounts for only year FE and quarter FE. The middle column in each section

(i.e. columns (2) and (5)) additionally adjusts for current and lagged weather conditions.

Finally the richest model, represented by columns (3) and (6), additionally control for

weekend and holiday dummies. In each column, robust errors clustered at station level

are shown in parentheses.

The estimation results are very similar across control groups. According to Table 7

Panel A, there is surprisingly no significant reduction of PM10 in traffic intensive areas
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Table 7: DID Estimation Results of LEZ Treatment Effects

Control as U stations inside
LEZ

Control as R and I stations
far from LEZ

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
Panel A: PM10
Treatment effect 0.033 0.035 0.035 0.033 0.040 0.040

(0.042) (0.042) (0.042) (0.034) (0.035) (0.035)
Stations 39 39 39 37 37 37
Observations 77633 77599 77599 73944 73811 73811
R2 0.107 0.356 0.375 0.049 0.272 0.296

Panel B: NO2
Treatment effect -0.000 -0.000 -0.000 -0.007 -0.004 -0.004

(0.020) (0.020) (0.020) (0.023) (0.024) (0.024)
Stations 48 48 48 40 40 40
Observations 96292 96248 96248 80160 80037 80037
R2 0.158 0.406 0.445 0.107 0.320 0.361

controls
Year FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Month FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Current weather No Yes Yes No Yes Yes
Lagged weather No Yes Yes No Yes Yes
Weekend No No Yes No No Yes
Holiday No No Yes No No Yes

Notes: This table shows the difference-in-differences estimation results based on specification 1 using
urban stations inside LEZ and non-urban stations far from LEZ as controls, respectively. In each column,
dependent variable is logarithm of daily average PM10 or NO2 reported by each station. Current weather
conditions include the current day’s average relative humidity, hours of rain, air pressure, average and
maximum wind speeds, and an interaction term between daily average temperature and quarter of year.
Lagged weather conditions include previous day’s relative humidity, hours of rain, air pressure, average
and maximum wind speeds, an interaction term between previous day’s temperature and current quarter,
and a dummy variable for no raining for 3 days.

Robust standard errors clustered at station level are in parentheses.
∗∗∗ Significant at the 1 percent level.
∗∗ Significant at the 5 percent level.
∗ Significant at the 10 percent level.

inside London after the implementation of the LEZ. Instead, the policy has brought in

a 3-4 percent insignificant increase in PM10 to the treated areas. This point estimate

persists from the simplest model to the richest though the R2 has improved dramatical-

ly. Similarly, Table 7 Panel B shows no statistically significant reduction of NO2 in the

treated areas inside the LEZ comparing with either control group during the post-LEZ pe-

riod. The R2 shows a similar stronger explanatory power on the data when incorporating

weather conditions, weekends and holiday as covariates.

The point estimates in Table 7 could be biased down by any pre-compliance behaviors.

Because TfL informed the public about the LEZ regulation 9 months prior to the oper-
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ation of the initial phase, drivers whose vehicles were affected by the policy may choose

to retrofit, convert to gas or reorganize fleet well in advance. Specification (2) takes care

of this issue by disentangling the LEZ treatment effect to the effects of different phases,

including the announcement of the policy. Table 8 presents the estimation results. Each

column controls for the richest covariates including year FE, quarter FE, contemporane-

ous and lagged weather conditions, weekends and holidays. Unlike the results displayed

in Table 7, the coefficients obtained by using different control groups in Table 8 show

some degree of inconsistency. With controls being the urban background stations inside

London, the treated stations experience a positive trend of both PM10 and NO2 following

the LEZ announcement, with the upward trend of NO2 being very significant. During

the LEZ’s operation period, the least stringent phase brings no dramatic change of air

quality, while the more stringent phases (i.e. phase II and III) jointly reduce PM10 by

roughly 8 percent and NO2 by roughly 13 percent. However, similar results are not shown

with controls being traffic stations in distant regions outside the zone. Prior to the LEZ

phase II, there is no evidence that air quality has been successfully improved. Instead,

treated stations experience a slight increase of both PM10 and NO2 in phase we. Even

after the operation of more stringent phases, the reduction of PM10 and NO2 in treated

areas are insignificant even at the 10 percent level.

The inconsistency between the estimated effects of the LEZ using two control groups

can be partially explained by how the standard errors are handled. Especially for NO2,

all of the 30 treated stations are along roadside areas within London. Therefore it is likely

that the random shocks of air pollution are correlated among the same type of stations

located relatively close to each other. In Section 5.5 we re-estimate the regression using

alternative clusterings of standard errors.

5.3 Triple Difference Results

Above discussions provide weak evidence that the LEZ in London may not be as effective

as expected, and the only measurable improvement of air quality, if any, occurred after

the more stringent restrictions have been applied. One possible reason for this seeming
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Table 8: DID Estimation Results of LEZ Treatment Effects from LEZ Announcement to Phase III

Control as U stations inside
LEZ

Control as R and I stations
far from LEZ

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
Panel A: PM10
Treatment effect of announcement 0.022 0.022 0.022 -0.002 -0.002 -0.001

(0.030) (0.030) (0.030) (0.042) (0.042) (0.042)
Treatment effect of phase we 0.018 0.038 0.039 0.042 0.064∗ 0.063∗

(0.052) (0.035) (0.035) (0.041) (0.034) (0.034)
Treatment effect of phase II -0.023 -0.017 -0.025 -0.022

(0.033) (0.033) (0.031) (0.036)
Treatment effect of phase III -0.062∗∗ -0.030

(0.030) (0.073)
Stations 39 39 39 37 37 37
Observations 77599 77599 77599 73811 73811 73811
R2 0.376 0.379 0.380 0.297 0.299 0.300

Panel B: NO2
Treatment effect of announcement 0.071∗∗∗ 0.070∗∗∗ 0.070∗∗∗ -0.018 -0.018 -0.018

(0.025) (0.025) (0.025) (0.033) (0.033) (0.033)
Treatment effect of phase we -0.053∗∗ -0.004 -0.004 0.009 0.051 0.051

(0.024) (0.023) (0.023) (0.022) (0.035) (0.035)
Treatment effect of phase II -0.058∗∗ -0.050∗∗ -0.050 -0.042

(0.023) (0.023) (0.038) (0.041)
Treatment effect of phase III -0.083∗∗ -0.076

(0.035) (0.056)
Stations 48 48 48 40 40 40
Observations 96248 96248 96248 80037 80037 80037
R2 0.445 0.446 0.446 0.361 0.361 0.362

Notes: This table shows the difference-in-differences estimation results based on specification 2. In each column,
dependent variable is the logarithm of daily average PM10 or NO2 reported by each station. Control variables
include year FE, quarter FE, current and lagged weather conditions, and dummies for weekends and holidays.

Robust standard errors clustered at station level are in parentheses.
∗∗∗ Significant at the 1 percent level.
∗∗ Significant at the 5 percent level.
∗ Significant at the 10 percent level.

ineffectiveness, however, is that either or both control groups are positively affective by

the policy as well. For example, urban background areas in London may benefit from

lower traffic emissions in the surrounding highways, while roadside areas outside London

may experience greener vehicles traveling from or to London since the LEZ policy. These

possibilities do not affect the testing results of parallel trend assumption, but would

greatly bias the DD estimate toward zero.

Estimation of specification (4) helps rule out these alternative explanations. Under

the assumption that background areas in cities not implementing LEZ are affected neither

by the primary treatment effect nor by the secondary long-distance spillovers, they should

serve as a credible DDD control group for the comparison of air quality in regions far
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from London versus inside London before and after the LEZ. In scenarios where both

control groups in equation (2) are invalid because of the spatial spillovers, the DDD

estimator should be able to pick up a measurable difference of air quality in distant

locations comparing with that in London.

Table 9 shows the estimation results of the DDD specification (4). The difference in

PM10 between traffic and non-traffic areas inside London compared to that outside Lon-

don has dropped by 5 to 6 percent in phase II of the LEZ but the effect was insignificant

even at 10 percent level. None of the other phases has seen a comparable change of dif-

ference in PM10 in traffic versus non-traffic sites. Similarly, not a single post-LEZ period

experiences a significant improvement of NO2 concentration in traffic areas as compared

with non-traffic counterparts inside LEZ, taking the same NO2 change outside LEZ as

controls.

Table 9: Triple Difference Estimation result

PM10 NO2

(1) (2) (3) (4)
Simple OLS OLS with

station FE
Simple OLS OLS with

station FE
Triple diff in announcement -0.027 -0.038 0.127 0.079
period (0.068) (0.065) (0.100) (0.063)
Triple diff in phase we 0.050 0.050 -0.024 -0.109

(0.055) (0.060) (0.077) (0.078)
Triple diff in phase II -0.056 -0.055 -0.105 0.021

(0.058) (0.049) (0.077) (0.078)
Triple diff in phase III -0.029 -0.007 -0.065 0.023

(0.083) (0.075) (0.211) (0.169)
Stations 58 58 62 62
Observations 115730 115730 123872 123872
R2 0.356 0.341 0.472 0.454

Robust standard errors clustered at station level are in parentheses.
∗ p < 0.1, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01

Combining the results from Table 9, Table 8 with the anticipated coefficients under

different possible scenarios given in Table 3, we could infer that the LEZ policy in London

has a positive effect on the air quality along traffic sites all over the England. This policy-

intrigued broad reduction of air pollution was most salient in phase II and III of the LEZ,

in which light goods vehicles, larger vans and minibuses were under emission constraints.
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There is no evidence, however, that the urban residential areas, even if inside the LEZ

boundary, have received equivalent improvements in air quality. This result reinforces

the statement that urban residential stations in London serve as a valid control group.

For interpretation convenience, we will distract from the DDD construction and focus on

the DID specification in the later discussions.

5.4 Spatial Heterogeneity

The average treatment effect of the LEZ regulation on treated (ATET) is sensitive to

station locations. In particular, the point estimates obtained above may change substan-

tially if the proportion of roadside and industrial stations changes. In this section we

explore the spatial heterogeneity of the treatment effect of the LEZ using specification

(2). The two control groups are urban background stations inside London and distant

traffic stations that have the same environmental classification as the treated stations.

Because all the treated NO2 stations locate along roadside of London, we provide the

heterogeneity analysis for PM10 only.

Table 10: Heterogeneous Impact of LEZ Announcement to Phase III on PM10

Control as U stations
inside LEZ

Control as R or I sta-
tions far from LEZ

Roadside Industrial Roadside Industrial
(1) (2) (3) (4)

Treatment effect of LEZ announcement 0.016 0.004 -0.042 0.065
(0.026) (0.082) (0.029) (0.132)

Treatment effect of LEZ phase we 0.048 0.003 0.089∗∗ -0.003
(0.035) (0.055) (0.039) (0.077)

Treatment effect of LEZ phase II 0.001 -0.117∗∗ -0.025 -0.067
(0.031) (0.053) (0.034) (0.056)

Treatment effect of LEZ phase III -0.046 -0.103∗∗ -0.001 -0.112
(0.031) (0.044) (0.093) (0.064)

Stations 34 17 29 8
Observations 67908 33654 58143 15668
R2 0.427 0.484 0.335 0.468

Notes: This table shows the heterogeneous impacts of LEZ on PM10 concentrations. The difference-in-
differences estimation is based on specification 2 with dependent variable being the logarithm of daily
average PM10. Control variables include year FE, quarter FE, current and lagged weather conditions,
and dummies for weekends and holidays.

Robust standard errors clustered at station level are in parentheses.
∗∗∗ Significant at the 1 percent level.
∗∗ Significant at the 5 percent level.
∗ Significant at the 10 percent level.
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Table 10 shows that the treated roadside and industrial stations experience different

magnitudes of the LEZ’s effects. In particular, PM10 in the treated roadside areas has

increased by 5 to 9 percent following the initial phase of the LEZ while that in the treated

industrial areas do not change significantly. Meanwhile, the more stringent emission

standards in the LEZ phase II and III have each led to a 7 to 12 percent decline of PM10

in industrial areas inside London, while no similar effect can be seen along major roads

in London. This heterogeneity could be partially caused by the differences in the sample

size between roadside and industrial stations. In addition, subject vehicles traveling in

industrial areas are more likely used for commercial purposes. Therefore, the affected

drivers of these vehicles are more likely to take actions to comply with the emission

standards instead of switching to non-subject vehicles.

5.5 Robustness Check

5.5.1 Standard Errors

This section considers factors that would possibly change the coefficient robustness. The

first and most common concern is the quality of data and the reliability of pollution mea-

surement. For instance, in extreme weather conditions such as a thunderstorm and gale,

small particles may easily penetrate into the monitoring station, causing the equipments

to misreport air quality. The issue may also arise when the maintenance of monitoring

stations is not up to date.21 Let AP ∗i,t be the true value of daily average pollution level.

The observed APi,t can be written as

APi,t = AP ∗i,t(1 + νi,t) (8)

21Specifically, the maximum record of daily PM10 reaches 383 µg/m3, a value almost 8 times as high
as the EU daily limit. Additionally, 0.4 percent PM10 record range above 100 µg/m3 and another 6
percent above 50 µg/m3.
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where νit is the degree of bias from the true value. Then the specification (1) can be

written as

log(APit) =
τ=3∑
τ=0

βτPτt +
τ=3∑
τ=0

γτPτtTri + αTri + Yt +Qt +Xitθ + µit (9)

where µit = εit + log(1 + νit) is the total error. Depending on the source of measurement

errors, µit may or may not correlate with air pollution concentrations. When νi,t reflects

pure random errors of the reported pollution values, it can be merged into εit, which the

preferred specification can correctly handle. If the νi,t contains some level of aggregate

shocks22, the assumption that standard errors are station-clustered will no longer hold.

This can be tested using an alternative clustering of standard errors at type-region level.

Here, type refers to the station’s environmental classification (i.e., R, we or U), and

region refers to either London’s borough (for inside stations) or city/district of England

(for outside stations). Meanwhile, νit may be serially correlated within stations, reflecting

some lags of random shocks over time. This possibility can be handled using Newey-West

standard errors up to the maximum number of days that pollution shocks may persist.

Table 11 presents the results of robustness checks on the coefficients’ significance lev-

els. Columns (1) and (4) modify the preferred specification by assuming that the error

term is independent across stations and years. This assumption is appropriate if the

annual maintenance on air monitoring networks leads to little correlation in the mea-

surement errors over time. Using the two control groups, we find that this modification

slightly increases the standard errors of the DID estimators. Nevertheless, we still find

no evidence of a statistically significant decline of either PM10 or NO2 following the

LEZ announcement and phase we. Columns (2) and (5) display the estimation results

using clustered standard errors by type-region. For both pollutants, the estimation co-

efficients are highly consistent with those presented in the preferred specification. This

implies that the potential across-station random shocks do not alter the robustness of

the point estimates. Lastly, columns (3) and (6) apply the heteroscedasticity-consistent

22For instance, a heavily polluting truck traveling on ring road M25 is likely to increase the air pollution
at multiple stations along the way.
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Newey-West standard errors. Following Stock and Watson’s rule of thumb, we set L = 20

to incorporate relatively strong serial correlations. The Newey-West standard errors are

very similar to those in the preferred specification. The results reconfirm the effectiveness

of phase III in reducing air pollution and the insignificant treatment coefficients in the

preceding, less strict phases of the LEZ (except for the announcement).

Table 11: Robustness Checks: Significance Level

Control as U stations inside LEZ Control as R or I stations far
from LEZ

station-year
clustered se

type-region
clustered se

NW se station-year
clustered se

type-region
clustered se

NW se

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Panel A: PM10
Treatment effect of LEZ 0.022 0.022 0.022 -0.001 -0.001 0.000
announcement (0.060) (0.030) (0.025) (0.082) (0.043) (0.032)
Treatment effect of LEZ 0.039 0.039 0.039 0.063 0.063∗ 0.061
phase we (0.077) (0.035) (0.038) (0.102) (0.034) (0.045)
Treatment effect of LEZ -0.017 -0.017 -0.017 -0.022 -0.022 -0.020
phase II (0.058) (0.035) (0.033) (0.075) (0.037) (0.039)
Treatment effect of LEZ -0.062 -0.062∗∗ -0.062∗ -0.030 -0.030 -0.030
phase III (0.047) (0.030) (0.035) (0.094) (0.078) (0.055)
Observations 77599 77599 77599 73811 73811 73811
R2 0.380 0.380 0.300 0.300
Panel B: NO2
Treatment effect of LEZ 0.070 0.070∗∗∗ 0.070∗∗∗ -0.018 -0.018 -0.017
announcement (0.066) (0.025) (0.025) (0.088) (0.024) (0.033)
Treatment effect of LEZ -0.004 -0.004 -0.004 0.051 0.051 0.050
phase we (0.093) (0.022) (0.040) (0.100) (0.034) (0.048)
Treatment effect of LEZ -0.050 -0.050∗∗ -0.050 -0.042 -0.042 -0.041
phase II (0.075) (0.021) (0.036) (0.080) (0.044) (0.044)
Treatment effect of LEZ -0.083∗ -0.083∗∗ -0.083∗∗∗ -0.076 -0.076 -0.076∗

phase III (0.048) (0.035) (0.032) (0.069) (0.045) (0.046)
Observations 96248 96248 96248 80037 80037 80037
R2 0.446 0.446 0.362 0.362

Notes: This table provides robustness checks on the significance level based on specification 2. Column (1) and (3)
displays results with clustered standard errors at station-year level. Column (2) and (4) cluster standard errors by
station type (roadside, industrial and urban background) and region (London boroughs and districts of UK). Column
(3) and (6) use Newey-West standard errors of up to 20 lags. All columns control for year FE, quarter FE, current
and lagged weather conditions, and dummies for weekends and holidays.

∗∗∗ Significant at the 1 percent level.
∗∗ Significant at the 5 percent level.
∗ Significant at the 10 percent level.

5.5.2 Extreme Outliers

Aside from standard errors, one may concern about the issue of endogeneity. In particular,

if νit is correlated with one of the key regressors, the coefficient of interest γτ in equation

(9) will suffer from omitted variable bias. For instance, certain weather conditions may

cause both the true value of particulate matter and the measurement error to highly
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deviate from their normal levels. The issue may exacerbate if this abnormality occurs

aggregately.

While we can hardly determine the source of measurement error, we may detect pos-

sible outliers based on the shape of the station specific distribution of air pollution con-

centrations APi,t. According to Figure 4, the daily average PM10 and NO2 depict highly

left skewed distributions with thin and long right tails. To avoid bias from misreported

high pollution concentrations, we exclude observations exceeding the 95th percentile for

each station.23 This modification creates an unbalanced panel with gaps in date.

Table 12 estimates specification (2) using the modified sample. The displayed results

are highly consistent with the one using the full sample, indicating that the heaviest

polluting 5 percent observations do not bias the estimates. As columns (1) to (3) show,

the most significant treatment effect still occurs after the implementation of phase III.

Overall, using both urban background stations inside London and traffic intensive stations

far from London yield similar results that the targeted areas of the LEZ do not experience

a statistically significant improvement of air quality until the emission standards have

been tightened.

5.6 Spillover Effects

The goal of the LEZ regulation is incentivizing heavily polluting vehicles to replace,

upgrade or retrofit to generate long-run social benefits. It may, however, affect the

surrounding areas of London if a substantial proportion of non-compliant vehicles choose

to detour to avoid entering the zone. This unfavorable effect may offset the positive

spillover caused by compliant vehicles driving outside the zone. To determine their joint

impacts on the traffic areas within 10 miles of the LEZ border, we estimate equation (5)

using (a) urban background areas nearby London; and (b) traffic areas far from London

as the two control groups.

Table 13 presents the estimated spillover effects. For both PM10 and NO2, the sec-

ondary spillover effects have the same sign as the primary treatment effects. However,

23Excluding 90 percentile of station specific air pollution distributions lead to very similar results with
the presented ones.
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Table 12: Robustness Checks: Extreme Outliers

Control as U stations inside LEZ Control as R and I stations
far from LEZ

station-year
clustered se

type-region
clustered se

NW se station-year
clustered se

type-region
clustered se

NW se

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
Panel A: PM10
Treatment effect of LEZ 0.021 0.021 0.021 0.006 0.006 0.008
announcement (0.059) (0.026) (0.024) (0.081) (0.041) (0.031)
Treatment effect of LEZ 0.045 0.045 0.045 0.061 0.061∗ 0.058
phase we (0.077) (0.033) (0.036) (0.105) (0.033) (0.045)
Treatment effect of LEZ -0.023 -0.023 -0.023 -0.003 -0.003 -0.002
phase II (0.059) (0.035) (0.031) (0.078) (0.040) (0.038)
Treatment effect of LEZ -0.055 -0.055∗ -0.055 -0.015 -0.015 -0.015
phase III (0.047) (0.029) (0.035) (0.085) (0.068) (0.051)
Observations 73550 73550 73550 69962 69962 69962
R2 0.362 0.362 0.272 0.272
Panel B: NO2
Treatment effect of LEZ 0.075 0.075∗∗∗ 0.076∗∗∗ -0.022 -0.022 -0.021
announcement (0.068) (0.025) (0.026) (0.087) (0.023) (0.033)
Treatment effect of LEZ -0.007 -0.007 -0.007 0.048 0.048 0.046
phase we (0.093) (0.021) (0.040) (0.099) (0.030) (0.048)
Treatment effect of LEZ -0.053 -0.053∗∗∗ -0.053 -0.032 -0.032 -0.031
phase II (0.075) (0.019) (0.036) (0.079) (0.041) (0.043)
Treatment effect of LEZ -0.077 -0.077∗∗ -0.077∗∗ -0.065 -0.065 -0.065
phase III (0.049) (0.032) (0.033) (0.070) (0.044) (0.046)
Observations 91191 91191 91191 75830 75830 75830
R2 0.410 0.410 0.329 0.329

Notes: This table displays the difference-in-differences estimation results using observations below the 95 percentile of station
level pollution distribution. All columns control for year FE, quarter FE, current and lagged weather conditions, and dummies
for weekends and holidays.

∗∗∗ Significant at the 1 percent level.
∗∗ Significant at the 5 percent level.
∗ Significant at the 10 percent level.

the spillovers of PM10 are not significant even with the most stringent regulation. In

contrast, using urban background stations located nearby London as controls, we find

that the third phase of the LEZ has generated a positive spillover (or a negative coef-

ficient for the spillover effect) of about 14 percent on roadside NO2 nearby the zone.

Interestingly, this secondary effect is about 6 percent higher than the estimated prima-

ry effect of the LEZ on NO2 during phase III. Moreover, using traffic stations far from

London yields a much smaller and insignificant coefficient for the same spillover effect.

A possible reason could be that the urban background areas are adversely affected by

detoured vehicles while the nearby traffic areas are positively affected by the cleaning-up

of subject vehicles. This potential sorting of vehicles nearby London could increase the

estimated spillover effect of the LEZ captured by the DID estimator.
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Table 13: DID Estimation Results of LEZ Spillover Effects from LEZ Announcement to Phase III

Control as U stations nearby LEZ Control as R or I stations
far from LEZ

station-year
clustered se

type-region
clustered se

NW se station-year
clustered se

type-region
clustered se

NW se

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
Panel A: PM10
Spillover effect of LEZ 0.065 0.065 0.065 0.034 0.034 0.035
announcement (0.089) (0.063) (0.041) (0.085) (0.058) (0.039)
Spillover effect of LEZ 0.009 0.009 0.009 0.026 0.026 0.025
phase we (0.105) (0.054) (0.058) (0.101) (0.051) (0.056)
Spillover effect of LEZ -0.068 -0.068 -0.068 0.017 0.017 0.018
phase II (0.059) (0.055) (0.049) (0.066) (0.035) (0.048)
Spillover effect of LEZ -0.019 -0.019 -0.020 -0.049 -0.049 -0.049
phase III (0.055) (0.079) (0.052) (0.097) (0.093) (0.062)
Observations 15790 15790 15790 26150 26150 26150
R2 0.384 0.384 0.297 0.297
Panel B: NO2
Spillover effect of LEZ 0.040 0.040 0.039 -0.018 -0.018 -0.018
announcement (0.120) (0.040) (0.048) (0.109) (0.038) (0.044)
Spillover effect of LEZ 0.031 0.031 0.033 0.081 0.081 0.081
phase we (0.163) (0.050) (0.074) (0.146) (0.059) (0.068)
Spillover effect of LEZ -0.051 -0.051 -0.052 -0.097 -0.097 -0.097
phase II (0.126) (0.060) (0.065) (0.121) (0.067) (0.061)
Spillover effect of LEZ -0.139 -0.139∗∗ -0.139∗∗ -0.047 -0.047 -0.047
phase III (0.090) (0.059) (0.057) (0.095) (0.057) (0.060)
Observations 24025 24025 24025 30241 30241 30241
R2 0.506 0.506 0.304 0.304

Notes: This table displays the difference-in-differences estimation results on the spillover effect of the LEZ. All columns
control for year FE, quarter FE, current and lagged weather conditions, and dummies for weekends and holidays.

∗∗∗ Significant at the 1 percent level.
∗∗ Significant at the 5 percent level.
∗ Significant at the 10 percent level.

6 Discussion and Supportive Evidence

In earlier sections, we show that the introduction of London’s LEZ does not effectively

alleviate the concern of air pollution inside London. The significant treatment effect of

the LEZ occurs only after the most stringent restriction starts to operate, and merely

industrial stations benefit from the policy. This section provides two explanations for the

insignificance of the t-statistics. These two hypotheses are then tested using traffic flow

and fuel consumption data in London and other regions of England.

6.1 Behavioral adjustments

The first possible reason for the insignificant treatment effect indicated by the DID es-

timation is that the control groups may not be valid of capturing the background air
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pollution trends when the policy is not in place, even though the parallel trends assump-

tion holds prior to the LEZ. Specifically, the LEZ regulation may affect other England

regions although its initial goal is to control air pollution within London. To see this, con-

sider the disparity of point estimates across control groups in Table 8 and 11. The treated

stations near major roads and industrial sites show a larger treatment effect if compared

with urban background stations inside London instead of the same type of stations far

from London. Since a majority of the affected vehicles are national commercial vehicles

with high demand for road freight transport, drivers may have a strong incentive to com-

ply with the policy instead of paying the fee. This strategic decision could potentially

lead to a change of commercial vehicle fleet composition in other regions of England, and

therefore reduce the traffic-related air pollution emissions all over the England.

To test the existence of this positive externality in distant locations, we merge the

LEZ compliance data with air pollution concentrations in South East, North West, East

of England, Yorkshire and The Humber where the control stations are located. The

compliance data, obtained from Traffic for London (TfL), consist of weekly compliance

rate and the number of non-compliant vehicles. To make use of the richest dataset, we

linearly interpolate the daily compliance rates based on the observed compliance data

from the neighbouring Sundays. Let St, NCτt, Ct, and CRτt denote the total number of

subject vehicles, non-compliant vehicles, compliant vehicles, and the compliance rate at

date t in phase τ , respectively. The interpolated number of non-compliant vehicles and

compliance rate at date t can be expressed by

NCτt =
7 − w

7
NCτs−1 +

w

7
NCτs (10)

CRt =
Ct
St

=
St −NCt

St
(11)

where s − 1 indexes the previous Sunday and s indexes the current Sunday when TfL

releases the weekly compliance data. w indexes the day of week at date t with Monday

equalling 1.

Next we estimate whether the air quality measured by stations located in other Eng-
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land regions is affected by the LEZ compliance behaviors. To do this, we specify the

following econometric models:

log(APit) = nτNCτt + ηi +Qt +Xitθ + εit, τ = 1, 2 (12)

log(APit) = cτCRτt + ηi +Qt +Xitθ + εit, τ = 1, 2. (13)

In both specifications, ηi stands for the unobservable station specific fixed effects, Qt

stands for quarter fixed effects. Xit contains contemporaneous and lagged weather con-

ditions, day of week dummies and a holiday dummy. εit is heteroscedastic and clustered

by station.

Specification (12) and (13) have three major modifications based on the main regres-

sion (2). First, the dichotomous treatment group indicator, the LEZ phase indicator and

their interactions are replaced by a continuous variable, NCτt or CRτt, which suggests

drivers’ compliance behaviors to the LEZ policy. Second, the year fixed effects in equa-

tion (2) has been dropped because the compliance data only span for two years.24 Third,

in equations (12) and (13) the weekend dummy in Xit is replaced by a vector of day

of week dummies because the compliance data from Monday to Saturday each week are

interpolated from the reported ones on the neighboring Sundays. The day of week dum-

mies will largely absorb any inaccuracy in the interpolation process given by equations

(10) and (11).

Figure 7 plots the time series number of non-compliant vehicles in phase we and II

and the corresponding compliance rates from mid 2007 to late 2009 (approximately 1

month after the announcement of establishing the LEZ policy to about 14 months after

the implementation of phase II). The initial compliance rate in phase we was about 75

percent and it quickly reached above 85 percent prior to the starting date of phase we.

Shortly after the phase we began to operate, the compliance rate rose to roughly 95

percent and stayed stable thereafter. On the other hand, the compliance rate in phase II

started at roughly 60 percent in mid 2007 and reached above 90 percent within 1 month

24The compliance data are available from June 2007 to October 2009. Therefore we can only estimate
the effect of compliance rate during phase we and II of the LEZ on distant locations.
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after the operation of phase II.
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Figure 7: LEZ phase we and II non-compliant vehicles and lowess smoothed PM10

Notes: This figure illustrates the time series non-compliant vehicles to phase we and phase II of the LEZ
and the corresponding compliance rates.

Table 14 presents the estimation results of specification (12) based on (a) all distant

stations; and (b) only traffic intensive (i.e. R and we) stations in distant locations. It is

evident that a rising number of non-compliant vehicles to the LEZ regulation would also

negatively contribute to the air quality in regions far from London. For every one thou-

sand additional non-compliant vehicles entering London in phase we, distant locations

in England experience a 0.5-0.6 percent increase in PM10 and a 0.4 percent increase in

NO2. Similarly, every one thousand increase in non-compliant vehicles in phase II brings
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0.4-0.5 percent increase in PM10 and 0.3 percent increase in NO2 to the other England

regions. Although some of these point estimates are not very significant, they tend to

drive down the DID estimator in the main specification (2).

Table 14: Effect of LEZ Non-Compliant Vehicles on Air Pollution in Distant Regions of England

PM10 NO2
All stations Traffic stations

only
All stations Traffic stations

only
(1) (2) (3) (4)

Phase we
Non-compliant vehicles 0.006∗ 0.005 0.004 0.004∗∗

(0.003) (0.004) (0.003) (0.002)
Observations 14673 7901 10852 7954
R2 0.323 0.303 0.408 0.409
Phase II
Non-compliant vehicles 0.005∗∗ 0.004 0.003 0.003

(0.002) (0.003) (0.002) (0.002)
Observations 14673 7901 10852 7954
R2 0.324 0.304 0.407 0.409

Notes: This table shows the effect of LEZ non-compliant vehicles on air monitoring stations located far (i.e.
over 10 miles away) from the border of the LEZ. Number of non-compliant vehicles are in thousand units. All
columns control for quarter FE, current and lagged weather conditions, day of week, and a holiday dummy.
Robust standard errors clustered by station in parentheses.
∗∗∗ Significant at the 1 percent level.
∗∗ Significant at the 5 percent level.
∗ Significant at the 10 percent level.

Table 15 displays the results for specification 13 using all stations and traffic intensive

stations only in other England regions. The point estimates are all negative, indicating

that a higher LEZ compliance rate is associated with a lower level of air pollution far

from London. This positive externality tends to be stronger in phase we than phase II,

which could explain the insignificant t-statistics for the phase we coefficients. For every

10 percent increase in phase we compliance rate, distant locations experience a 2.7-3.4

percent decline of PM10 and a roughly 2.3 percent decline of NO2. Similarly, every 10

percent increase in phase II compliance rate is expected to bring a 2.2-2.8 percent decrease

of PM10 concentrations and a roughly 1.3 percent decrease of NO2 concentrations all over

the England. This evident positive spillover effect serves as the external reason for the

incapability of the DID estimators of capturing a significant treatment effect of the LEZ

regulation, especially in the earlier phases.
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Table 15: Effect of LEZ Compliance Rate on Air Pollution in Distant Regions of England

PM10 NO2
All stations Traffic stations

only
All stations Traffic stations

only
(1) (2) (3) (4)

Phase we
Compliance Rate -0.337∗ -0.272 -0.228 -0.227∗∗

(0.163) (0.213) (0.139) (0.083)
Observations 14673 7901 10852 7954
R2 0.323 0.303 0.408 0.409
Phase II
Compliance Rate -0.282∗∗∗ -0.215 -0.125 -0.128∗

(0.097) (0.122) (0.097) (0.068)
Observations 14673 7901 10852 7954
R2 0.326 0.305 0.408 0.409

Notes: This table shows the effect of LEZ compliance rate on air pollution in distant locations. All columns
control for quarter FE, current and lagged weather conditions, day of week, and a holiday dummy. Robust
standard errors clustered by station in parentheses

∗∗∗ Significant at the 1 percent level.
∗∗ Significant at the 5 percent level.
∗ Significant at the 10 percent level.

6.2 Traffic flow

The second plausible reason for the insignificant treatment effect is drivers’ behavioral

adjustments. For instance, non-compliant commercial vehicle drivers may have an in-

centive to substitute toward a non-subject vehicle. we explore this potential behavioral

adjustment by analyzing the changes of road usage and fuel consumption of different

types of vehicles.

we first collect the traffic flow data from the United Kingdom Department of Trans-

portation (DfT). The traffic data contain annual average daily traffic flow (AADF) by

vehicle types on major roads in England. In London, traffic emissions from vehicles on

these major roads take roughly 65 percent total emissions of PM10 and NOx (a mixture

of NO and NO2). For each major road, we have data on the road location, type, length,

and the traffic estimates based on the length between the major road conjunctions. we

drop roads that locate in any UK region that does not have a sample air pollution station.

Figure 8 plots the percentage changes of annual traffic flow by vehicle types across five

major regions of England: London, East of England, South East of England, North West

of England, Yorkshire and The Humber.25 The base year is 2008 in which both phase we

25we sum up traffic flows on the following types of road: M or Class A principal motorway, class A
principal road in Rural area, class A principal road in urban area, M or class A trunk motorway, class
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Figure 8: Annual traffic flow on major roads

and phase II of the LEZ were launched. The traffic index is then obtained by taking the

ratio of the traffic flow for each type of vehicles in any year to that in the base year. The

figure shows that London has seen a relative increase in the traffic volume of heavy goods

vehicles (HGVs) in 2008 comparing with other regions (Figure 8 Panel A). Even with a

rising compliance rate of phase we which targets HGVs, a higher traffic volume of HGVs

might still emit a considerable amount of air pollution. In contrast, the traffic volume

of light goods vehicles (LGVs) travelling in London started to decline from 2007 (Figure

8 Panel B). Although similar trends have also been found in other regions of England,

London has experienced the highest percentage decline in LGVs since the operation of

the LEZ phase II. Buses and coaches, which were exempt for LEZ regulation until phase

IV in early 2012 (outside the sample period), have seen a relatively stable traffic volume

in London, compared with a gradual decline of that in other England regions between

2006 and 2009 (Figure 8 Panel C). Nevertheless, cars and taxis in London (which were

also exempt from LEZ) have experienced a dramatic drop of traffic volume prior to 2008

A trunk road in rural area, and class A trunk road in urban area.
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but a subsequent gradual increase in traffic volume since 2008. The turning point in 2008

clearly shows a substitution effect toward non-subject vehicles. Even though private

vehicles are generally not under regulation, they contribute a considerable amount of

London’s air pollution. For instance, in 2010 the emissions from diesel cars contribute

12 percent of the total PM10 and 11 percent of the total NOx. Petrol cars and taxis

contributed 16 and 2 percent of the total PM10 and 7 and 2 percent of the total NOx,

respectively (TfL 2014).

6.3 Fuel consumption

Both diesel and petrol vehicles emit particulate matter. The former, however, emit

much far greater particulate than the latter. To investigate how the LEZ affects the fuel

market, we collect annual fuel consumption data from the United Kingdom Department

of Energy and Climate Change. Figure 9 plots the annual aggregate diesel and petrol

consumptions in London. Although petrol consumption gradually declined over years,

diesel consumption continuously rose from 2005 to 2008, even after both phase we and

II were officially launched. Not until 2009 did the diesel consumption in London start to

decline, but with a compensation of a lower speed of decrease for petrol consumption.
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Figure 9: Annual aggregate fuel consumption in London
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Figure 10: Annual diesel fuel consumption in thousand tonnes in London

Figure 10 shows the annual diesel consumptions of four major types of diesel vehicles

in London from 2005 to 2010. Diesel cars, consuming over 30 percent of the total diesel

(from road traffic sectors) in London, constantly increased their diesel consumption by

roughly 20 thousand tonnes each year. HGV and LGV each contributed to roughly 25

percent (or 300 thousand tonnes) of total diesel annually, making themselves the second

largest diesel consumer in the traffic sector. The former, though, started to consume

20-25 thousand tonnes more diesel than the latter from 2008, and this gaps persisted

till the end of 2010. Buses, the least diesel contributor, consumed roughly 200 thousand

tonnes of diesel each year.

Combining data from traffic flow and fuel consumption, we can see a clear trend of

substitution pattern in the composition of cars in London from petrol to diesel. This

evidence shows that from 2006 to 2008, although cars in general saw a drop in traffic

flow, diesel cars were travelling more frequently and consuming an increasing proportion

of diesel each year. Even after the establishment of the LEZ, diesel cars still experienced

an upward trend of diesel consumption till the end of 2010. Unless a government policy

targets at heavily polluting private vehicles, rising emissions from diesel cars would be a

big concern on regulating air pollution in London.
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7 Conclusion

In this paper we analyze the environmental impacts of London’s low emission zone. Tra-

ditional difference-in-differences estimation as well as triple difference estimation have

been applied in the announcement period and the subsequent three phases of the LEZ

operation. Results show no evidence of any measurable air quality improvements until

the most stringent restriction starts to implement. This significant reduction of air pol-

lution, however, occurs only around industrial areas instead of roadside, which suggests

the ineffectiveness of the DID estimation to capture the treatment effect of the LEZ in

the most traffic intensive areas. Combining data from compliance statistics, traffic flow

and fuel consumption, we propose that the insignificance of the DID estimators in the

less stringent phases of the LEZ could be caused by a positive externality on other Eng-

land regions. On the other hand, only a small percentage of HGVs are affected by the

policy and those travelling inside London may have an intensive usage of roads. For LGV

drivers, there is evidence showing a shift of vehicles toward heavily polluting, non-subject

vehicles such as diesel cars. This substitution effect reinforces the increasing traffic flow of

HGVs in the year 2008, serving as the internal force that drives down the DID estimators

toward zero.
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